The human health and
the hair well-being linked
to the deep will to select
the best row materials
are the base of uninterrupted
Jean Paul Mynè research.
We create a full range
of treatments that can
answer every need to satisfy
the careful Clients who have
different lifestyles.

Live your
reconstruction
experience
Having beautiful hair means
having healthy hair at first.
Jean Paul Mynè offers different
reconstruction methods
— COSMETIC
RECONSTRUCTION
— THERMAL
RECONSTRUCTION
Each hair has its own
history and structure.
It is necessary to respect
it and consider it
to guarantee an excellent
result in full compliance
with the health of your hair.

— MOLECULAR
RECONSTRUCTION
And your hair,
what do they need?

Live your Jean Paul
Mynè experience
Cosmetic reconstruction
Nourish, moisturize and protect
your hair beauty routine to make each
treatment exceptional and to restore
maximum vitality of your hair.

Free and balance
The treatment that releases
hair and scalp from residues
of heavy metals restoring
balance and well-being.

Thermal reconstruction
Thermo Repair Top Up to flesh
out your hair or Thermo Repair
Perfect Ends for soft lengths.

Clean and Prepare

Molecular reconstruction

Specific shampoo
to prepare hair on
receiving every treatment.
With coffee extract
and Aloe vera.

Oxilock Plasma and Oxilock Plasma Amazing
are the exclusive complex of substances
of organic origin that guarantee the possibility
to revitalize damaged keratin fibers.

Cosmetics reconstruction and detox

Heavy scalp and dry lengths?
Reset

Precious Vitamine C and other natural substances
micro-granules complex, it have gentle detox action on the
scalp and on the hair, it removes accumulated toxins.

Treasures Enhancing Shampoo
A gentle but effecting cleansing , thanks to
natural extracts, it allows to restore the hair vitality.

Treasures Enhancing Conditioner
The perfect conditioner that quickly restore the hair,
hydratating with linseed oil extracts.

It guarantees softness, shininess and lightnees.

Price

Heavy scalp and “starving”
lenghts?

Cosmetics
reconstruction
and detox

Treasures Revital Mask
After Reset application and Treasure Enhancing Shampoo,
we advice to apply Treasure Revital Mask for a stronger
and more nourished hair. A rich mask that repairs,
reinforces and deeply nourishes hair fibres. Vegetal stem
cells linked to sweet almond extract allow you to revitalize
even very damaged hair.

Price

It is necessary to re-establish a correct balance
between the pH of the skin and the hair,
restoring vitality and lightness.
At home keep the benefits
of these treatments by regularly
using the Sensitive shampoo,
mask and / or conditioner
of the Ocrys line.

Cosmetics reconstruction and longevity

Before any treatment,
it is necessary to free
the hair from toxins
and deeply restore them
giving also an important
help against structure
agening process.
Treasures Keratin Plus Shampoo
A product that guarantees a deep but gentle cleansing action,
before any treatment, thanks to the natural origin surfactants.
Necessary to get an intense cleansing or before some
specific treatments as the Jean Paul Mynè smoothing.
Characterized by the presence of surfactants of natural
origin, derived from coconut oil and olive oil, enriched with
nourishing agents.

Treasures Longevity Butter

Cosmetics
reconstruction
and longevity

An ultra-intense treatment to restore hair well-being,
very useful if you want to have an anti-aging effect.
It is part of the Treasures line as an ultra-restructuring
application to be used to complete the smoothing
/ disciplinating service and to expand the service menu.
The main active ingredients are organic acids, aloe vera juice,
amino acids and PCA zinc.

Price

The lifestyle puts a strain on our own hair accelerating
its visible aging. For an Anti-Age action the strategy
is to purify the structure and restructure it in depth
just like it does with the skin.
Keep the benefits at home
of these treatments using
regularly shampoo,
conditioner and / or Hatha
mask of the Ocrys line.

Thermal reconstruction

Thermo Repair Top Up
A real energy recharge for your hair. Housed in a precious glass
ampoule to guarantee concentration and sterility, the magic
formula of Top Up and its sophisticated method of application.
Restore natural beauty of the hair even to the most damaged
and thin ones.
Active
Prestigious ingredients such as ceramides of natural origin
derived from the foam of the meadows (Limnanthes Alba)
and a complex of Vitamin E, Panthenol, and Provitamin B5 give
to hair an instant and progressive effect of well-being.

Result
Plumping, volumizing, strengthening
for a brightness and softness at the top.

Price

Thermo Repair Perfect Ends
The hair is healthy but the lengths are damaged and the
tips to cut? Thermo Repair Perfect Ends is a product with
incredible performance in recovering damaged hair,
with split ends or destroyed by aggressive treatments.

Thermal
reconstruction

Result
An immediate sensation of strengthened tips,
and invigorated lengths. A visible effect that
lasts up to 4/5 washes for a long time.
Don’t want to lose the effect? Schedule
a continuous course of treatments over time
and you can say goodbye to scissors.

Tired, brittle, drained or dull hair?
Tips to cut? Choose the “Botox”
effect of the thermal reconstruction.

Keep the benefits at home
of Thermo Repair treatments
using regularly shampoo,
mask and / or leave in Repair
of the Ocrys line.

Price

Molecular reconstruction

Oxilock Plasma
The exclusive complex of substances of organic origin
that guarantees the possibility of revitalizing damaged
keratin fibers. Used simultaneously with all chemical
treatments in the salon, it allows to recover the health
of the hair with results that have the "miraculous".

Product plus
— Does not add any change to traditional
color and bleaching work
— Multiply keratin bonds
— Improves and strengthens sulfur bridges
damaged during previous treatments
— Improves visibly and instantly
the quality and structure of the hair
— Protects and prevents damage from
treatments aggressive chemicals

Price

Oxilock Plasma Amazing

Molecular
reconstruction
for deeper help

An amazing deep reconstruction treatment, enriched with
precious amino acids and developed horsetail to get in synergy
with Oxilock Plasma Miracle Come True. It is ideal if your hair
needs a shock action that can bring them back to their natural
well-being in a short time. Optimize the classic time of a fold
and let it live to your hair a full of energy and a deeper vitality
of a simple restructuring mask.

Result
Result Stronger, brighter hair
and soft as reborn.

Keep the benefits at home
of Oxilock Plasma treatments
using regularly
shampoo, conditioner
and / or the Hatha mask
of the Ocrys line.

Price

IT’S TIME
TO GO
SMOOTH

Live your Jean Paul
Mynè experience

Nourish, hydratate
and protect
Your daily beauty routine to make
every treatment special and to give
back the hair the perfect vitality.

Free and balance
The treatment that frees hair
and scalp from heavy metal
residues to restore balance
and well-being.

Choose the treatment
For any of your desire we have
the right answer: a perfect straight hair,
defined curly, or reduced volume.
Choose between different Keratin Plus
options that can suit you better.

Cleanse and prepare
A specific shampoo
to get the hair ready
to receive every treatment.
With aloe vera
and coffee extracts.

Every hair has its history and its structure.
It is necessary to respect and consider its specifics
to guarantee an excellent result in the full respect
of hair health.

Do you want straight hair,
easy to comb, easy to style every day?

Test

In the morning, when you wake up your hair is:
_ wavy, a lot of volume, frizzy _ a
_ curly and frizzy _ c
_ very straight and frizzy _ b

A

Absolute Straight

B

Anti-Frizz

C

Say goodbye to your rebel curly
hair and stop to the volume.

To have a nice hair style in the morning you need to:
_ use the brush and that’s it _ b
_ use the hair dryer and the brush _ c
_ use the hair dryer, the brush and the
flat iron _ a
In the spare time you like:
_ spend your time outside _ a, b, c
_ play sport _ a, b, c
_ change your look _ a, b, c
How much time do you spend for your hair?
_ quality time _ a, b, c
_ enough _ a, b, c
_ too much _ a, b, c
_ not enough _ a, b, c

Do you have very rebel or very curly hair?
Every morning is difficult to handle with your hair?
Do you love straight hair and are you tired
to use flat ironing? Is your hair fragile since
you bleached it?
The treatment for you is:
Keratin Plus Gold or Keratin Plus Infinity.

Would you like to have a disciplined straight
and a soft hair without loosing volume?
The treatment for you is:
Keratin Plus Adamantium or Keratin Plus Infinity.

Let’s talk about hair color, your hair is:
_ natural _ a, c
_ with balayage, meches, lightening _ a, b
_ colored _ b, c
_ bleached _ b
Close your eyes and make a wish, would you like:
_ to have straight and healthy hair _ a
_ to have natural straight hair without loosing
volume _ b
_ to have your curly hair but defined _ c
_ to have soft and shinining wavy hair _ c

You love your curly or wavy hair, you do not want
to do without it but you can’t stand the unpleasant
cloudy effect.
The treatment for you is:
Keratin Plus Adamantium or Keratin Plus Infinity.

Thanks to the Jean Paul Mynè
constantly research and
experience in the Keratins
world, it developed a wide
range of products able
to respond to each type of curly,
frizzy or rebel hair.
The Keratin Plus range,
with its three flagship products
Gold, Infinity and Adamantium
embraces the needs of very
different hair and lifestyles,
allowing each Client to
personalize his/her treatment.

Keratin Plus Gold
Keratin Plus Gold is the perfect treatment for curly,
thick and very difficult hair. It smooth the hair
effectively, making them easy to comb and protect
hair from humidity, sea and other atmospheric
agents making them safely. Suitable for those
people want an absolute straight effect, it lasts
for 5 months.

Keratin Plus Infinity
For all types of hair, even damaged or colored.
Smooth and discipline the hair making them soft
and shiny. Thanks to the formula with Oxilamine®
technology®, it guarantees the maximum restoring
power directly inside the hair structure.
The spray dispenser ensures a simpler and more
flexible application to guarantee an effective
result even on some parts of the hair. The processing
time and flat ironing passages allow to obtain the
perfect straight and anti-frizz result, or volume
reduction on curly hair, it lasts up to 5 months.

Keratin Plus Adamantium
For those who approach themselves for the first time
to the Keratin world and straightening treatments.
The product looks like a shampoo; allows you to get
two different effects, depending on processing time
and number of flat ironing passages it is possible
to have a natural smooth effect, the anti-frizz,
or the volume reduction of the curly hair for a result
that lasts about 2 months.

Do you dream
perfectly straight
hair?

Straight Gold
It’s a straightening treatment, ideal for thick and curly hair,
which allows an excellent result without changing the structure
of the hair.

Long lasting
Up to 5 months

Active ingredients
Organic acids,
amino acids sugars
and plant proteins

Price

Straight Infinity
It’s a new generation smoothing treatment. Recognized for easy
and fast application, thanks to its spray dispenser allows to
have maximum flexibility. The Oxilamine technology® rebuilds
the hair perfectly and guarantees a long lasting smooth effect
on every type of hair.

Long lasting
Up to 5 months

Active ingredients
Oxilamine technology®

Price

Straight Adamantium
It’s an amazing shampoo that creates a new way to propose,
live and develop a natural smooth effect for those who approach
themselves to the Keratins world for the first time.

Long lasting
Up to 2 months

Active ingredients
Organic acids

To mantain at home
the benefits of smoothing
treatment, use regularly
Ocrys Line: Bandha shampoo,
Bandha conditioner
and Bandha mask.

Price

Say goodbye
to frizzy hair!

Infinity Anti-Frizz
It’s a new generation straightening and smoothing treatment.
Recognized for easy and fast application, thanks to its spray
dispenser allows to have maximum flexibility. The Oxilamine
technology® rebuilds the hair perfectly and guarantees a long
lasting and anti-frizz effect respecting the hair structure.

Long lasting
Up to 5 months

Active ingredients
Oxilamine technology®

Price

Adamantium Anti-Frizz
It’s an amazing shampoo that creates a new way to propose,
live and develop a perfect anti-frizz effect suitable for those
who approach them self for the first time to Keratins world
and who desire an anti-frizz effect.

Long lasting
Up to 2 months

Active ingredients
Organic acids

To maintain at home
the benefits of anti-frizz
treatment, use regularly
Ocrys Line: Hatha shampoo,
Hatha conditioner and
Hatha mask.

Price

Say goodbye to rebel
curly hair and stop
to the volume!

Stop the volume with Infinity
It’s a new generation of straightening and smoothing treatment.
Recognized for the easy and fast application, thanks to its spray
dispenser allows to have maximum flexibility.
The Oxilamine technology® rebuilds the hair perfectly and
guarantees a long lasting reduction of volume effect respecting
your curly hair structure.

Long lasting
Up to 5 months

Active ingredients
Oxilamine technology®

Price

Stop the Volume with Adamantium
It’s an amazing shampoo that controls your volume and frizzy hair,
suitable for those who approach them self for the first time
of Keratins world and who desire to maintain his natural curly hair
or to avoid the cloudy effect.

Long lasting
Up to 2 months

Active ingredients
Organic acids,
amino acids sugars
and plant proteins

To maintain at home
the benefits of anti-frizz
treatment, use regularly
Ocrys Line: Asana shampoo,
Asana conditioner
and Asana mask.

Price

Contact your
hairdresser
to have advice
on the treatment
more suitable
for you!
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